Hey everyone, yeah I'm writting my first Breath of the Wild Fanfic XD
Now there are some things I want to get across, I understand that four champions are pretty much dead in the game. But lets say for the sake of this story they somehow were able to come back to life after releasing their spirits from the Divine beasts.
Let's just say that their bodies were sealed instead and were preserved like how Link was in the Sheikah revival bed. 
Anyways that's just that, enjoy the story :)
...
"You want to What?!" Link exclaimed his eyes widening as his cheeks flushed a healthy shade of red. 
Right behind him Sidon and Mipha shared a similar expression though they lacked the blush, or at least Sidon did...?
Zelda sighed closing her aquamerine eyes. "I said I would like to record your mating display." 
The fact that she said that so calmly really got a kick in the head. 
"Impa recently told me that the Sheikah slate now posseses the ability to record photage along with photography. And I want to be able to test it out." She stated holding the little device up on the table. 
"I'm sure there are other things to be able to record other than..." Link's face brightened again his blue eyes flickering at the Prince. "What we do behind closed doors." 
Mipha couldn't help but release a giggle. 
"True, but in all honesty it would be nice to have something that no one sees at all." Zelda smiled her aqua eyes opening in excitemnet. "Besides, doesn't the royal family speak to the young Zora children about the wareabouts of choosing a mate and it's customs?" Zelda asked turning to the tall Zora. 
"Well yes, normally it is demonstrated to a certain amount of young Zoras of age. To show as to how to care and love their partner and not to hurt them." Mipha responded with an akward scratch on the side of her face. "But I don't see-" 
"With the new law passing of Hylians are now free to mate with another species, wouldn't it be a perfect example to express how to take care of a Hylian since Zora anatomy is completely different from a Hylian." Zelda beamed. 
Sidon and Link looked at each other with mild wide eyes. 
True it hasn't been long since the defeat of Calamity Gannon that Link had found himself returning back to the Zora's domain quite a couple of times. It wasn't until he 'officially' turned 18 years old that he began to speak to the Prince before shortly courting with him. 
To say that their first expreience, well... Link's first experience was anything but non-embarressing...
Sidon was pretty gentle at the time, but only having bedded with his own kind was quite a detour to understand that Hylian skin isn't the same as Zora skin. 
"I guess you make a point..." Sidon poundered only to have the shorter male look at him as if he grew a second head. 
Zelda perked up. "Think of it this way, since the date is approaching, why have a live demonstration when there will be one already set. Would take some of the embaressment away as you guys can journey across to avoid any situations..." 
That was also true... 
Prince Sidon turned to his shorter mate. "It could work out, after all most of the council members are starting to debate about this matter as we speak, having a backup wouldn't be such a bad idea Link." 
The flush did not leave from Link's face, he wasn't entirely sure about this at all. But the idea of having to mate in front of preadult Zoras did sound even worst, besides having a video of something that took place before hand sounds like it would save multiple comments and flushed expressions. 
Also he would be able to hide from the public at the time. 
"I guess...-" 
The Princess's smile widdened. "Splendid! So when should we start?" 
...
Link wasn't so sure about this anymore... 
He laid on bed as Zelda sat near the desk while continued to adjust the Sheikah slate, currently Sidon and Mipha were taking care of royal duties, due to certain circumstances it could take possibly another hour before Sidon woud arrive. So in the meantime he remained couped up in Sidon's spacious quaters, wating for his Zora mate. 
Turns out Mipha rather avoid her brothers, ehem.... physical attraction to Link.
"So you sure that the slate really works to record?" Link asked sitting up on the bed. 
"Positive, I just check a while ago. I was making sure there wasn't a single bit of a smuge or a blurry image." Zelda responded clicking a couple of buttons on the tablet. 
Deaming that it was enough she set the slate down on the desk before facing Link head on. "If you don't mind me asking..." She paused for a moment. "Why out of everyone did you choose to mate with Prince Sidon?" 
Link blinked facing the princess, his oldest friend with surprise. "What do you mean?" 
"I always thought... well since you started comming to the Zora's domain more often-that you came for...-" For a moment a look on confusion flashed in her eyes. "-you had your eyes on Mipha." 
The hero poundered for the slightest. He was more than aware that Mipha did harbor such feelings for him at one point. As far as he was aware of it more than 100 years ago he wasn't sure, but when he started to approach Zora's domain more he found himself able to speak to Sidon more. Mipha thankfully was not the jealous type so she didn't hold any anomisty to her brother nor to Link. 
No rather she seemed happy that they gotten together, claiming as long as he was happy she was happy. She really is an amazing sister and freind. 
"I've always saw her as a sister honestly, I never had any sibilings so to find a friend who was always there to help me and heal my wounds just made her more a close friend to me." Link answered his mind still a little fuzzy about his Zora friend. 
A small smile appeared over Zelda's features. "It always seemed like it..." 
A plaful and devious expression painted over Zelda's face. "Then again you were more attracted to males that female. It's no wonder you fell for a muscular handsome Zora now huh?"
Link flushed deeply. Making Zelda giggle. 
An annoyed huff escape his lips before the image of a tall Gerudo crossed his mind. "If my memory isn't playing tricks on me, I would say that's exactly how you are with Urbosa. Such a strong indepent desert woman I must say."   
The color on Zelda's cheeks could easily rival against the royal Zora sibiling's skin. "T-that's not the point!"
Didn't wipe off Link's smirk. 
The two didn't move from their spots right away, but in mere seconds the carefully decorated door opened to reveal a tall red Zora walk in.
"Sorry about the wait, recently there had been more Lizafos being spotted near Zoran grounds, we needed to make an official command to take care of them." 
A slight worried expression casted over Zelda's features. "Will they be alright?" 
A shiny grin appeared over the prince's lips. "Of course, my people aren't easily taken down, they have been trained at the highest defence avaiable to our people."
A relief.
The room suddenly got warmer. 
"Well, do you have everything ready?" Sidon asked facing the Hylian Princess when she brought the Sheikah slate up. 
"As ready as you two are." 
Link's face instantly brighten, he wasn't even sure if this was a good idea, yes he's already courted with Prince Sidon, but when there had not been a single eye in their private direction. 
Sidon immedietly closed the door, making sure to lock it as to no one enters inside. His fluid motions moving closer to Link. 
Already he could feel the larger hand rest on his head, giving a gentle rub through those locks. "It's going to be alright Link, just focus on me." 
Link nodded softly, as he could feel Zelda's eyes on him. No doubt she was already recording. 
That made him flush even deeper, didn't help when Prince Sidon cleared his throat. His face turning to the camera. 
"Alright, as many would know by now a Hylian is completely differnt from a Zora as their anatomy differs completely from our own." The Prince added facing the Sheikah slate. 
"Such that Hylians are a bit more fragil and sensitive, so you must be weary of how they would feel." Already the Prince moved his hand so it was on Link's chest his claws lightly scraping against his white long sleeved shirt, he stopped right at the helm of the shirt before facing Link with a comfortable smile he removed the shirt already exposing Link's scared torso. 
"Many Hylians wear clothing as to conceal their naked bodies under as they do not have the ability to conceal their more private parts like a Zora can." He demonstrated this as he rested his thumb ontop of one of Link's nipples, they were already hardening from embaressment and the touch.
"Like a Zora they do have senstive areas other than their genitals as stated here." He pressed his thumb harder against Link's chest before using his index finger to capture the nub in between already Link could feel the small pulses of pain from it. Yet he did not bother to make a sound.
"Using your hands is a preferable way for both partners, but it does not hurt to use your mouth either." Sidon stated before moving to physically explain. 
For a Zora, Link could feel the wet heat from his partner's mouth, feeling the smooth tongue slither around his other nub, he brought his head back slightly as he could feel the other one get a similar treatment with the Prince's hand. 
There was a sucking that surely made the nipple stand errect and already the salivia from the red Zora was starting to build there. 
"Be extra careful with your teeth, the last thing you want to do is harm your willing partner." Sidon explained smoothly. 
His large hand was then removed to move down to Link's waistband and he could feel heat pool down to his crotch. 
"Both male and female Hylians do have different anatomy, but either way proper preperation along with making note of their sensitivity is vital to have a pleasurable intercourse. 
Soon Link's pants were removed, taking from his slender waist and off his ankles. Leaving him nothing in those shorts that remained with him since he woke from his hundred year slumber. 
But even then the material did little to conceal what was under the shorts. 
"A partner may be scared or even nervous depending if it's there first time, so be aware of this, patience is key." Sidon smiled softly. "best way is to consult them and make sure to use plenty of reassuring words and soft affections to relax them." 
The Prince did so as he moved up and placed his lips upon Link's own. As stated already Link's nervousness slowly cracked open when he felt the soft lips of the Prince opened and allowed his tongue to slither in. Link complied almost instantly and already he was feeling the slick apendage wander inside his cavern. The blonde haired male reacted as well making sure his own tongue danced with that of the prince. He could feel his entire body burn as the fire trailed down from his belly all over even to the tips of his fingers. 
It increased when he realised that Zelda was recording all of this still. And yet there was more to come...
"Always make sure that they are comfortable before you begin." Sidon added one more time when his glaws finally reached onto the waistband of his tight shorts.    

   




   

